Build Repositories for OBIEE

Course Summary

Description

This course provides in-depth instruction for creating a Repository (RPD) for Oracle Business Intelligence. Participants will use the Oracle BI Administration Tool to build and manage the layers and components of a Repository which will access a sample relational data source.

This two-day course is designed for those individuals who will create and modify data models and metadata in Oracle BI Repositories.

Topics

Create, manage and maintain a Repository using the Oracle BI Administration Tool
Build the Physical, Business Model & Mapping and Presentation layers of a Repository
Use the Administration Tool for BI Server administration
Construct calculation measures and utilize functions
Create repository variables and initialization blocks
Test and validate the Repository for accuracy and effectiveness by creating analyses and using the query log

Audience

This course is designed for Business Intelligence Developers, Business Analysts, Data Warehouse Administrators, and Data Modelers.

Prerequisites

Before taking this course, students should have basic knowledge of SQL, database design, dimensional modeling and data warehouse design principles.

Duration

Two days